
The Leo Kent, Tucson, A Tribute Portfolio Hotel is Tucson’s newest boutique hotel located in the heart
of downtown. The Leo Kent Hotel is a tribute to Dr. Leo Kent, an internal medicine doctor and a major
contributor to the Tucson community. Dr. Kent’s grandson, Tyler A. Kent, wanted to commemorate his
grandfather’s commitment to the community, as well as his passion for serving others and bettering the
lives of those around him.

The Leo Kent Hotel is centered on authenticity, service, providing unique Tucson experiences, 
creating memories, and celebrating the city’s rich history and culture. The Leo Kent team is dedicated
to presenting new perspectives, making exciting discoveries, and creating extraordinary experiences
for guests and visitors - on and off the property.
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THE STORY

Being the newest hotel in Tucson, it was extremely
important for us to keep up with the best and latest
guest room entertainment platforms. Our goal is to
create memorable experiences for our guests.
Providing them with technology that allows the use
of mobile devices to integrate with hotel amenities
opens that opportunity and ultimately keeps guests
in control. 

Jill Nghiem  |  General Manager, Leo Kent 
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THE TECHNOLOGY
All rooms are equipped with a digital compendium to make guests’ stay seamless and convenient.
Advanced technology solutions include SMARTBOX® 2 by DISH Business, delivering up to 192 HD
channels with 4K HD content. This solution works with your existing network, so there is no need for
costly rewires; it can also provide high-quality entertainment with or without a set-top-box. DISH Business
and WorldVue’s solution offers customizable guides and private networks with seamless integration.

Each guestroom features Marriott’s GRE platform with popular streaming apps, hotel menu, 40-channel
lineup, and more. WorldVue is proud to service over 2,000 Marriott properties to ensure the brand
standard of the GRE platform is implemented consistently. WorldVue’s creative team also presents each
property with an array of personal design.
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WorldVue is delighted to provide our advanced technology services to the charming The Leo Kent Hotel.
We deliver exceptional technology to meet the needs of every guest. 

David Goldstone  |  EVP & Chief Sales Officer, WorldVue 
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A CLOSER LOOK

HIGHLIGHTS

• St. Cruz Restaurant & Bar

• Community Table

• The Library

• Meeting & Event Space

• Pet Friendly

• Fitness Center

• Grab & Go Market

• Self-Parking

HOTEL INFORMATION

• Smoke-Free Property

• On-Site Parking

• Accessibility Features

FEATURED AMENITIES ON-SITE

• Dry Cleaning Service

• Room Service

• Wake-Up Calls

• Daily Housekeeping

• Service Request

DISH Business is thrilled to provide TV
programming to The Leo Kent. Elevating 
the guest entertainment experience is
instrumental in driving loyalty and
guest satisfaction. 

Amir Ahmed
EVP, DISH TV 


